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Abstract 
We study the multi-level method for preconditioning a linear system arising from a Galerkin discretization method of 
an elliptic boundary value problem of order 2r. The solution is approximated in the spline space S°(An) when r = 1 
and S~7_ll(/X,) or S~r_13('~n) when r>~2, where S~ denotes a spline space of smoothness p and degree d, /~, is the nth 
(either uniform or nonuniform) refinement of a given triangulation /X0, and @, is the triangulation obtained from the nth 
refinement (either uniform or nonuniform) of a given quadrangulation. We show that we can construct a multi-level basis 
in these spline spaces which preconditions the linear system so that its condition number is O((n + 1)2). 
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basis; Preconditioning 
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1. Introduction 
Let A(x ,D)  = ~"~l~l<~2rC:~(x)D ~ be a symmetr ic  partial differential operator o f  order 2r  with ca(x) E 
c2r(~r'~), x E [1~2, 
= ( ( 
\8xl,/ \&2)  ' 
and I~1 = ~1 + ~2. We intend to use the finite element method to find approximate solutions o f  the 
Dirichlet boundary value problem: 
A(x,D )u = f on O, 
D~u=Dag on0g2, I~ l~r -1 ,  
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where a is a bounded polygonal domain in ~2. The approximate solution will belong to either 
the standard linear finite element space, S°(A,),  or one of the soon to be defined spline spaces 
S~7_11(A,) or S~7_~3(@n). We may assume that D~g = 0 for I< - 1 since we can find a spline sg 
in the appropriate spline space interpolating the boundary values and then substitute u = U + sg into 
the partial differential equation above which then yields the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value 
problem: 
A(x,D)U = F on a, 
D~U = 0 on 0a, I< ~<r - 1, 
with F = f -A(x,D)sg.  Note that A(x,D)sg will make sense when we apply Galerkin's method. 
Thus, in the rest of this paper we shall aim to solve the homogeneous boundary value problem. 
Letting a(.,-) be the symmetric bilinear form induced by A(x,D), we assume that the differential 
operator is elliptic in the following sense: 
g llull   a(u,u)<.g211ull r, Vu n (a) 
for some positive constants K~ and /£2. That is, the differential operator is bounded and coercive. 
Here, 
Ilgllr := Ilgllw( ):= IIO gll  (   
is the usual Sobolev norm for Hr (a )  and 
Iglr,  := IlgllH  a):= IIO gll   a  
is the Sobolev norm for H~(a). The advantage of using the finite element method lies in its ability 
to cope with domains of complicated shape and the sparseness of the linear system to be solved, 
which is a consequence of the existence of locally supported spline bases in the spline spaces S°(A), 
S~7_11(/k), and S~r_13(~). Here,/k stands for an arbitrary triangulation of the polygonal domain a c R 2 
and ~ stands for a (quadralateral) triangulation obtained from a quadrangulation 0 of a by adding 
two diagonals to each of the quadrilaterals in O. Let A = {t} be either an ordinary triangulation /k 
or a quadrilateral triangulation ~ and 
S~(A) := {s c C°(a) :  s I, ~ Pa, Vt C A} 
be the spline function space of smoothness p and degree d, where t denotes a triangle in A and Pa 
denotes the space of polynomials of total degree 4%< d. Both types of triangulations have been used in 
the finite element literature [7], although a quadrilateral triangulation @ is less common. However, 
study of these spline spaces shows that S~7_13(@) has certain definite advantages over S~7_11(/X) when 
r~>2, e.g., lower degree and smaller dimension. See, e.g., [19-21]. 
However, the linear systems arising from discretizing the differential equation by Galerkin's method 
with a locally supported spline basis in S~(A) usually have a large condition number which exhibits 
a polynomial growth rate with respect to the reciprocal of the size of the triangulation A. For 
example, if we use the nodal basis of S°(A), the popular C o piecewise linear element, to solve the 
Poisson problem for the Laplacian, then the condition number is l/X I-4, where }/k I denotes the size 
of triangulation which is the maximum of the diameter of all triangles in A. 
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Fig. 1. The uniform and nonuniform refinement procedures. 
To approximate the solution U better, we have to refine the triangulation. In practice, we usually 
refine a triangulation A by drawing lines connecting the mid-points of each side of each triangle, 
thereby dividing each triangle into 4 congruent smaller triangles. Such a refinement is called regular 
or uniform refinement. For a given original triangulation A0, we may apply the regular refinement 
recursively to construct a sequence of triangulations Ak, k = 1,... ,n. For a quadrangulation <>, we 
construct a regular refinement (>' by connecting the mid-point of each edge of any quadrilateral q 
to the intersection of the two diagonals of q. By drawing the two diagonals of each quadrilateral of 
<> ', we obtain a new triangulation ~,'. For a given original quadrangulation (>0, we may repeatedly 
apply this regular refinement procedure to obtain a sequence of quadrangulations (>k, k = 1,.. . ,  n 
and the corresponding sequence of triangulations ~k. 
S r-1 ( /~  S r-1 i '~'~ If we use the usual basis for spline space S°(A) or 3r-1~ j or 3r-3~'eJ, then the condition 
number would be O(IA1-2r) or O(1 <> I-='), Hence, it becomes necessary to precondition the cor- 
responding linear system so as to improve the accuracy and to speed up the computation of the 
solution by, for example, the conjugate gradient method. Indeed, letting u k be the kth conjugate 
gradient iteration with the initial guess u ° for the solution of Ax = b, it is well known that 
1)k iix_ uk[l= 2 iix_ u0112, + 
where x(A) denotes the condition number of A. The smaller the condition number is, the better the 
convergence of u k to x. 
For the practical purpose, an irregular (nonuniform) refinement of a triangulation is absolutely 
necessary to approximate a solution which has singularities arising from comers and cracks of the 
domain f2. A reasonable nonuniform refinement was discussed in [27] and also described in [25, 
12, 4]. A reasonable nonuniform refinement of a quadrangulation may be given as follows: For 
a quadrilateral q E O, we subdivide q into three sub-quadrilaterals at the intersection of the two 
diagonals of q as indicated in the right graph of Fig. 1. The left one is the regular refinement for 
comparison. 
Note that the sub-quadrilateral in the lower and right comer of both graphs in Fig. 1 is the same. 
This sub-quadrilateral is said to be a regular quadrilateral, while the other two sub-quadrilaterals in 
the right graph of Fig. 1 are said to be irregular quadrilaterals. To ensure that the ratio of the areas 
of two neighboring triangles in ~n is bounded above, we require the following rules: 
(R1) Irregular quadrilaterals are not refined further. 
(R2) If a regular quadrilateral q E Ok is to be refined further, it should be refined by using either 
type of the two refinement procedures hown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. An example of nonuniform refinement. 
For example, suppose the domain f2 contains a crack (the thickest line segment in Fig. 2). A 
nonuniform refinement with smaller quadrilaterals near the crack is shown in Fig. 2. 
We shall consider both (uniform and nonuniform) refinement procedures for both types of trian- 
gulations in this paper. 
The multi-level method to precondition the linear system arising from a discretized elliptic bound- 
ary value problem was introduced in [24]. See also [27]. To describe this method, we need a 
sequence S of strictly nested spaces Sj with S jc  Sj+I for j E 7/ and a sequence Q of linear projec- 
tion operators Qj which maps Sm onto Sj for m >~j for j E Z. For example, let Sj be the subspace 
St-1 [ /~ -~ r--1 of S°(Aj), or 3r-1~ j J, or S~r_3(Oj) containing all spline functions satisfying the homogeneous 
boundary conditions, i.e., Sj = S°(/N)NH~(EJ) or Sj = S~7_~l(/kj)nH~(t2) or Sj = S~r_~3(Og)NH~(~), 
where {/k j} and {Oj} are, respectively, a sequence of either uniformly or nonuniformly refined or- 
dinary and quadrilateral triangulations. The multi-level method uses the following representation for 
each spline function s in Sn: 
n 
s = Qos + ~(Qks - Qk_ls) 
k=l 
instead of the usual representation i  Sn 
N. 
s = E cjq~.j, 
j=l 
where {~Pnj,j = 1,... ,N.} stands for a locally supported basis in S.. Letting M. -l be the symmetric 
and positive operator defined on S, by 
n 
(Mn l  s, s t) = (Qos, Qos') + ~ 22ir ((Qi - Qi-1 )s, (Qi - Qi-1 )s'), 
i=t 
we wish to precondition the linear system so that 
1/2 1/2 ~¢(M~ Anm~ ) << K(An) = O([An[  -4 )  = O(24n), 
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where An is the symmetric and positive operator on S~ defined by 
a(u,v)-~ (Anu, v), u, V E Sn. 
To make x(MX~/ZAnM2/z) as small as possible, we must impose the appropriate conditions on the 
linear projection Qj's and then show that such projections can be constructed. 
Recently, the works [24, 27, 6, 22, 12, 4, 13] have shown the multi-level method to be a very 
promising preconditioning method. Among those works, the most general result is given by Dahmen 




mk(g,t): := sup II  gllL2( > 
Ihl<~t 
be the kth order modulus of smoothness. Then they have (cf. [12]), 
Theorem A. Suppose that there exists some real number Y > r such that the Bernstein estimate 
 or+l(s, th <<.c(min{1,t2n})rllsllL2(o), Vs sn 
holds for some constant c independent of n and s. Then, 
l¢(M1/2AnMln/2 ) = O((vn)2), n --+ 00, 
where 
vn := max ( l'sup iiQjs - s[[L2(°) " ) 
~s. og,+----l(s---,Z-J)-----~' J = 0, . . . ,n  . 
To estimate vn, they derived the following consequence of the above theorem. 
Theorem B. Suppose that the hypothes& of the above Theorem A & satisfied Suppose that the 
linear operators in Q are uniformly bounded in LE(f2). Suppose that there exists an integer f > r 
such that the Jackson estimate 
inf I If- gllL2(   <f2-mtllfllt, Vf  C He(O) 
gES~ 
holds for some constant C independent of m and f .  Then, 
x(Mlt2A.MI~ t2) = 0(1) ,  n --~ oo. 
In the context of second-order elliptic problems, the well-known Bramble-Pasciak-Xu precondi- 
tioner with orthogonal projectors Qj is readily seen to yield a uniformly bounded condition number 
since the Bernstein and Jackson estimates for C O piecewise linear finite elements on uniformly refined 
triangulations can be easily verified. 
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However, the construction of such a uniformly bounded sequence of linear projectors Qj on an 
arbitrary triangulation was not given in their paper. Orthogonal projectors Qj are seldom available 
in practice. The linear projectors Qj have to be approximated in an efficient way as discussed in 
[6, 4]. 
Since the spline space Sm C Hr(12), we usually expect 
inf I]f - oily(o) ~ c2--mr[flr, O, V f  E Hr(Q) 
oES,, 
instead of their Jackson's estimate. For example, integer translates of box splines in general have 
approximation order r when they are of smoothness r - 1 (cf. [3]). Also, the proof of Dahmen and 
Kunoth's results are based on the theory of function spaces which may not be easily accessible to 
popular finite element users such as engineers. 
In this paper, we shall present a weaker condition on the linear projectors Qj than the one 
in Dahmen and Kunoth's Theorem B. Essentially, any spline space will satisfy our condition if 
it is of smoothness r - 1 and contains polynomials of degree r -  1. We shall give a detailed 
description on how to construct such linear projector Qj. Moreover, our proof is elementary and 
straightforward without using the theory of function spaces. However, we only reduce the condition 
number to O((n+ 1 )2), which hopefully would be sufficient in practice since the number of triangles is 
O(4"). 
We shall present our main results in the next section and leave all proof to the last section. In 
this paper, we shall use C to denote a constant which may vary from line to line and K1,K2, etc., 
to denote ad hoe constants which can be traced through various estimates. 
2. Statement of main results 
Because of the differing nature of uniform and nonuniform refinements, we state our results sepa- 
rately for each of these two cases. Let A be either/~ or ~.  Let S~-1(A) be a spline space in Hr(O) 
with d dependent on A and r. For example, S~-I(A) = S°(A) if r = 1 and when r~>2, S~-l(A) is 
either S~r)I(A) or S~-_13(~) or a bivariate box spline space of smoothness r - 1 if A is a three or 
four direction mesh. (See [3] for definition and properties of box splines.) 
Theorem 1. Let {Aj,j E 77} be a sequence of uniformly refined triangulations. Let S be the 
sequence of strictly nested spline spaces Sj = S,~-I(Aj)NH~(O)for j E 77 and let Q be a sequence 
of linear projectors, Qj, j E 770 which map any Sin, m ~j  onto Sj. Suppose that we have the following 
Jackson estimate: 
IIQko - gllL2(O) K3(2-k)r[olr, o 
for any g C H~(I2) with 1£3 a positive constant independent of k and 9. Then, 
~c(MI/2A.M2/2) = O((n + 1)z), n --+ c~. 
Remark 1. Note that our supposition is weaker than that of Dahrnen and Kunoth's Theorem B, 
assuming that the S/s  are spline spaces based on uniformly refined triangulations. Indeed, the uniform 
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boundness of the projectors Qk's and their Jackson estimate imply, using standard methods from the 
theory of K-functionals, that 
IIQkg - gllL=( ) (1 + IIQjll) o (g, 2 -k)  C(2- ylglr,  
which is our supposition. Besides, we do not assume their Bernstein estimate. 
Remark 2. For a three or four direction mesh, Dahmen and Micchelli's results in [14, 15] verify 
that the box spline spaces discussed in their papers satisfy our Jackson estimate and hence, can be 
used for preconditioning. 
To study the case of nonuniformly refined triangulations, we let 
L(t) = min{k: t E Ak} 
be the level of t E A, for each triangle t. Let f2k = {t C /~,: L(t)>~k}. 
Theorem 2. Let {Aj,j E 7?} be a sequence of nonuniformly refined triangulations. Let S be a 
sequence of spline spaces Sy -- S,~-I(Ay)N H~(f2)for  j E 7?0 and Q be a sequence of linear 
projectors Qj which map Sm onto Sj for m >>,j. Suppose that there exists an fixed integer 0 < f 
such that the support of Qkg - Qk-lg is contained in t2k_e for any g E Sy with j >~ k >>, E. Suppose 
that we have the following Jackson estimate: 
Ilakg - gllL2( ,_,) g3(2-k)rlg[r,o,_, 
for any g E H~(f2) with 1(3 a positive constant independent of k and g. Then, 
tc(M1/2Anml/2 ) ---- O((n -if- 1)2), n ~ oo. 
The proof of the above two theorems is elementary, does not use the theory of function spaces, and 
will be given in the next section. Thus, the key step in the construction of a multi-level basis is the 
construction of linear projectors Qj satisfying our Jackson's estimate. Our next theorems deal with 
these projectors. We need some definitions. For any vertex v of a triangulation A, let Jl(V) be the 
collection of all those triangles (quadrilaterals) which share v as their common vertex. Inductively, 
for i = 2,..., define 
Ji(v) = {t E A,t N t' # 0 for some t' E J/-l(v)}. 
We say that a basis {~bj,j = 1,... ,N} of S~ -1 is locally supported if there exists an integer i0 such 
that the support of each basis function q~j is contained in UI°__I Ji(v) for some vertex v, dependent 
upon ~bj. Here, the integer i0 is called the support size index of the locally supported basis {~bi,  -- 
1 .. . .  ,N}. Typically, i0 = 1 for spline space S~-_11(A) or i0 = 2 for S~;-13(~). Usually, if we can 
construct a locally supported basis in So based on a triangulation A0 with support size index i0, then 
we are able to construct a locally supported basis in $1 based on A~ with the same support size 
index, where A~ is a uniform or nonuniform refinement of A0. Studies of locally supported bases in 
S~-I(A) have been given in [23, 8, 17, 19-21]. We shall adopt those locally supported spline bases in 
this paper. In those papers, quasi-interpolatory operators were also constructed to achieve the optimal 
approximation order. In this paper, we shall construct another linear quasi-interpolatory operator 
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in S~-I(A) so that 0 restricted to H6(f2 ) is a linear projector Q satisfying our Jackson's estimate in 
Theorems 1 and 2. Therefore, we have: 
Theorem 3. Let Ao be a given triangulation and Ak+l be a uniformly refined triangulation of Ak 
for k E 27. Suppose that there is a locally supported basis {(ok, i, i = 1,... ,Nk} for the spline space 
S~-1(Ak) which is bounded, i.e., 
K4 = max{lCk,~(x,y)l,i = 1,. . . ,Nk, k E 7/,(x,y) C 12} < co 
and has bounded support size index less than or equal to io for all k E Z. Suppose that for each 
k C 27, there exists a linear quasi-interpolant Ok having the following form 
Nk m(k,i) 
Ok(g) = E E Ok,qg(xi:l~Pk,i, 
i= l  j= l  
which maps any S~-I(Am) onto S~t-l(Ak) for m>>,k, with xq inside of the support of Ck,i and Ok,ij, 
j : 1,... ,m(k,i), i = 1,. . . ,Nk constants independent ofg. Finally, suppose that 
(m(k,i) } 
K, : max ( j'--~l I°t'iTl'i = 1,...,]Vk, k E 27 < co. 
Then the sequence of linear projectors Ok satisfies the following Jackson's estimate. That is, 
for a constant K3 which is independent of g and k. Furthermore, let 
m(k,O 
Qk(g) = ~ ~ Ok, qg(xij)¢k,i. 
i=L ,~7 k j= l  
Ck,~ EH~(a) 
Then the linear projector Qk satisfies the Jackson estimate in Theorem 1 for all g E H~(f2). 
Remark 3. By Theorem 1, the sequence of such linear projectors Qk's leads to a good multi-level 
basis. This theorem together with Theorem 1 immediately implies the results in Yserentant's original 
paper [24] since the standard locally supported basis of the finite element space and the standard 
linear interpolant in that space obviously satisfy our assumptions in Theorem 3. 
We have a similar result for the case of nonuniformly refined triangulations. 
Theorem 4. Let Ao be a given triangulation and Ak+l be a nonuniformly refined triangulation of 
Ak for k E 27. Suppose that there is a locally supported basis {c~k,i,i = 1,... ,2Vk} for the spline 
space S~t-l(Ak) which is bounded, i.e., 
K4 = max{lCk, i(x,y)l,i = 1 ... .  ,1Vk, k E Y, (x,y)  E K2} < oo, 
has bounded support size index less than or equal to io for all k E 7/, and has a fixed integer Y 
such that the support of Ckk, i is contained in f2k-e for i = 1,...,Nk. Suppose that for each k e Z, 
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there exists a linear quasi-interpolant Ok having the following form: 
Nk m(k,i) 
Ok(g) = E E Ok, iyg(xij)q~k,i, 
i=l j=l 
which maps any S~-1(Am) onto S,~-I(Ak)for m>>,k, with xij inside of the support of dpk,i and Ok, ij , 
j = 1,...,m(k,i), i = 1 .... ,)Vk constants independent ofg. Finally, suppose that 
} K5 = max 10k,~jl,i = 1, . . . , /Vk,  k E 77 < oo. (j=~ 
Then the sequence of linear projectors Ok satisfy the following Jackson's estimate. That is, 
IIOkg - gllL2( k_,)<<-K3(2-k)rlgk k_,, Vg E Hr(Q) 
for a constant K3 which is independent of g and k. Furthermore, let 
m(k,i) 
Qk(g) = Y]~ E Ok,ijg(xij)dPk,i. 
i=l,,..,Nk j=l  
Then the linear projector Qk satisfies the Jackson estimate in Theorem 2 for all g E H~(E2). 
For completeness, we shall give a detailed escription how to construct the locally supported bases. 
Also, we shall construct linear projectors 0 in the spline spaces r--1 r--1 S~r_3(~ ) which S~r-l (A)  and satisfy 
our assumptions in Theorems 3 and 4. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let {Ak} be a sequence of uniformly refined or nonuniformly refined triangulations 
and S be the sequence of spline spaces S,~-I(Ak). Then there always exists a locally supported 
basis in Sk with support size index <% 2 and a linear quasi-interpolant Qk of the form considered 
in Theorems 3 and 4 which satisfies their other assumptions. 
Therefore, we can always construct a multi-level basis in one of these spline spaces so as to 
precondition the linear system arising from the discretization of an elliptic boundary value problem 
by using Galerkin's method. The condition number will grow logarithmically as the size of the 
triangulation tends to zero. 
3. P roo f  of  the main results 
Let us begin with some necessary notation. We note that any spline function g E Sk cS~-~(A) 
has a Brzier representation (cf. [16] or [2]). In particular, for any triangle t E Ak, g restricted to 
t := (u, v, w) may be expressed as 
gl,(x)= E c jk(g)Bijk(2), 
i+j+k=d 
)212z23 with where Big(2) := (d!/i!j!k! i j k 
x = •lU + )~2v + )~3w E t, 21 + 22 + 23 = 1. 
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Let D,-b be the differential operator along the direction (b, a) defined by 
0 
D, -bP = (a, - bl)-~xlP + (a2 - bz)~x2p 
for any differentiable function p, with x = (Xl,X2), a = (al,a2), and b = (bl,bz). It is well known 
that 
Dv-uOl, = d ~ ~lCijk(t)Bijk(2), 
i+j+k=d-- 1 
where 61c~k(g ) := c~,;+t,k(g) - t = _ C;+lj, k(9 ) for all i + j  + k d 1 and 
Dw-uglt = d ~ 62Cijk( t )Bijk( 2 ), 
i+j+k=d-- 1 
where 62C~jk(g ) := c~j~+l(g ) -- c~+ljg(g ) for all i + j  + k = d - 1 (cf. [2]). Thus, letting Itl be the 
area of  triangle t, we have 
1 
Oxl - 2ltl ((w2 - u2)Dv_,, - (v2 - uz)Dw_~), 
0 1 
0x2 - 2lt l  ((/)1 - -  Ul )Dw-,, - (w1 - Ul )D~_~). 
Next, we recall a formula which gives an expression in terms of  B6zier representation coefficients 
for the inner product over t of  two polynomials [9]: Let 
pro(X)= E pijkB~jk(2) 
i+j+k=m 
and 
qm(X)= ~ q~jkBijk(2) 
i+j+k=m 
be two polynomials of  degree m 1> 0. Then 
f ,  [/I pm(X) qm(X) dx= ( 2 )re+m÷2 (re+m) ,+j+k=,Y~ 
\ m J i t+ j t+kt=m 
Note that the right-hand side can be viewed as 
Itl T B 
(m+2+-~ (m+m)'ff mq, 
(i + i',j + j ' ,k + k')) 
Pijkqi'j'k' ( i,j, k) " 
with p being a column vector containing the pijk's, q a column vector containing the qijk's arranged 
in the corresponding order, and Bm being a square matrix of size m(m + 1)/2. It is easy to see that 
Bm is a positive-definite matrix since pTBmp > 0 for any nonzero polynomial Pm with coefficients 
p. It is also clear that Bm is symmetric since 
( ( i+ i ' , j+ j ' , k+k ' ) )  =( i+ i ' ) , ( j+ j ' ) , (k+k ' ) !  ( ( i+ i ' , j+ j ' , k+k ' ) )  
(i,j, k) i!i'Ij!j'!k!k' ! (i,j, k) 
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Let vm and #m be the largest and smallest eigenvalue of Bm. Then for any polynomial Pm with 
coefficients p, 
Itl T ~< Itl T 
['2m (m+ra+2-~](m+m]'P P Ilpm(X)12 dx<. Vm 2 , ,  m,  (r+~(~:~.%--.%mP p. 
In order to prove our Theorem 1 stated in Section 2, we need the following lemma, whose proof 
is elementary. 
Lemma 1. Let Ao be a given triangulation of f2 and Ak be the kth uniform refinement of Ao. Let 
Sk be a spline space based on Ak. For any g E Sk, we have 
]gl~,a ~<g6(2k)rllollL2(a)- 
Proof. For glt, we let c be its B6zier coefficients c~#(g) and c~ be the coefficients 61c~jk(g ). Since 
t 2 t 2 C t 2 61%#(g)1 ~<2(1%+~(g)1 + ;+~,j,k(g)] ), we know that 
(Cl)Tel ~<2(cTc + eWe). 
Hence, we now apply the inequalities above to have 
f, Itl lC -~T[c. ~ Itl ID , -ug(  x)] 2 dx  <~ Vd-1 12%-iYa_2~  ~ j ~ l j ~ Vd-I (2d) (2d-2~ 4cTc 
\2 lkd - l !  \2 Ikd- - l /  
% 4 Vd-, (2d2+2) ( d) f 
~,. (2]) ~_~ ., Io(x)l ~ dx. 
\d--1 / 
That is, we have 
~ [D~_ug(  x)[ 2 dx~< C(d) ZIo(x)l 2 dx. 




~< C2 l lg(x) [2 dx 
for some positive constant C independent of g, t, and k. Repeating the argument above r times, we 
get 
I ~ g(x) 2 dx~C(2k)r I [g(x)[2 dx. 
106 
Similarly, we can estimate 
ft ~g(x)  2 dx 
for any i + j = r. Thus, we have 
Igl~,o = E 101~2,,~ < E CZ(2k)=~llgll~2~,~ 
t~A~ t~Ak 
This completes the proof. [] 
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2 2rk 2 = C 2 ,,~,,llallL:(a ). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since Qkg - Qk-~g E Sk, Lemma 1 implies that 
[(Qkg - Qk-~g)l,,o <<.g62"k[[Qkg -- Qk-~gllL2(o). 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then implies that 
) a(g,g) = a kg - Qk-lg) + Qog, E (Qkg - Qk-lg) + Qog 
= k=l  
<-% Kz k~=l(Qkg -- Ok-~g) + <~K2(n + 1) k=~ [(akg -- ak-~g)l~,a + Iaog]rZ, a
) <<. g2g6(n + 1) (2rk)2l[Qkg 2 2 = K2K6(n + 1)(M~-l g, g). - ak - lg l l L2~)+ IJa0gllL2~o) 
On the other hand, our assumed Jackson inequality and the well-known inequality IlgllL=~)~gTIglr,~ 
for any g E H~(g2) yield 
n 
(Mn,g,g) E(2rk)=llakg 2 = = - Ok-agl lL2~)+ IlOogllL2~O) 
k=l  
k=0 
~< 22r+2K2 (Ilgl122(t2) "q- k=0 ~ Iglr2'O) 
22r+2max{KZ,K2}( n 
~< + 1 )a(g, g). 
K1 
Hence, we have established 
C 
1) (M~l g, g) <~a(g,g)<<. C'(n + 1)(M~-~ g,g). (n + 
for any g E S, for some positive constants C and C'. This completes the proof. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1. Since Qkg-Qk- lg  c sk 
and the support of Qkg - Qk-lg is contained in I2k_¢, by the proof of Lemma 1, 
IQkg - Qk-lglr,ak_: <<-K62rkllQkg -- Qk-lgllL:(Ok_¢). 
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Proceeding as before, we have 
e ) a(g,g) = a (Qkg - Qk-lg) + Qog, (Qkg - Qk-lg) + Qog 
k=l 
k=l Qog ia <~ g2 k Qkg - ak-lg + 
<~Kz(n+ 1) (k  I(Qkg : ) - Ok -w) l~.a , _ ,  + IQogt~.a 
k=l 
<~ K2K6(n + 1) (2rk)a[lQkg 2 2 - ak- ,g l lL2(~) + IIO0gll~=(a) 
= KzK6(n + 1)(M~-'g,g). 
On the other hand, as in the previous proof we have that 
n 
(M~-l g, g) E(2rk)21lQkg : : : - Qk-wlIL2(a)+ IIO0gllL2(a) 
k=l 
E(2rk)2llOkg z 2 = - Ok-,g[[L2(a,_,)+ IIQogl[L=(a) 
k=l 
( n ) 
~< 22~+2 IIo11~ + E(2%=IIQ~g = - gllL2(a~_,_,) 
k=0 
) ,92r+2/(2 2 ~< ~ *"3 g 2(0) q- glr, O) 
~< 2 2~+2 max{K~, K7 2 } (n + 1 )a(g, g). 
K1 
Therefore, we have established 
C 
(n+ 1) 
- - (MZ~g,  g) <~a(g, ) <% C'(n + 1 )(M~-l g, g). 
for any g E S~ for some positive constants C and C'. This completes the proof. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let {~bk,i,i = 1,... ,A)k} be a locally supported basis for s~-l(~'~k) and Qk be 
a linear quasi-interpolant satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. 
We first recall the well-known Sobolev's embedding theorem: For any triangular domain G C R E 
(which apparently has the ordinary cone property), 
[lalloo,o~K~(l[gll~=(~) + lair, G), Vg ~ Hr(G). 
Thus, for any scale constant h > O, 
r - I  Ilglloo,~ <~Ks(h-'llgll,~(~o) + h Igl~,~), Vg ~ Hr(hG). 
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We then recall that for any g E Hr(hG), there exists an approximating polynomial {hC of degree 
~<r-  1 dependent on hG for which 
IIg - ~11~(~)<~g9hrlglrJ~G 
(see, e.g., [5]). Since the support size of the locally supported basis is fixed, the number of basis 
functions ¢kk,i whose support has a nonempty intersection with any triangle t E Ak is bounded by a 
constant K10 dependent only upon the smallest angle of A and the degree d of the splines. 
With the above preparations, we have, for any g C H~(E2), 
IIO~a - g l l~(~ = ~ IIO~g - g l l~o  
tcAk 
tEAk 
g~g~o 2 10,jl I Ig- t, ll~ ,(diameter(t)) 2+KZKlo ~ (2--~)=l1011~,r(0) 
tGAk \ j= l  ' tEAk 
( ) -r, <<.K~K~K~K,o E Ilg (2-rk)Z[g Yt K~Klo(2 ~21g 12 
tCAk 
<. C(2-rk)Elgl~,a 
for some constant C independent of k, g, and /kg. To obtain the same estimate for Qk acting on 
H~(O) it suffices to show that 
R(g) = II0g - Qg[[L2(a) <~ C(2-rk)[glr,~, Vg E H~(Q). 
For each q~k,i ~ H~(~2), let Dk,i be a support of Ok, i. We note first of all that if a node xij E ~2, 
then g(xij) = 0. But if not, which can happen only when r~>2, we can in general expect g(xij) # O. 
Let tij E Ak be a triangle of Dk,i containing an interior node xij and a boundary edge (uij, vq) on 
~f2. For any point v E (uij, vii), since g E H6(Q) Taylor's Theorem implies that 
fo' g(x i j )  - -  (r - 1)! DrsO(W-[-  s (x i j  - w))(1 -- S) r-1 ds. 
Thus, 
[g(xij)[ ~C[AI r ~ i1  [D~xDVy g(w + s(xij - w))(1 - s)r--11 ds. 
v+l~=r J O 
If we write v = uij + t(vij - uq), then integration of both sides of the above inequality with respect 
to t from 0 to 1 and the change of variables t = (1 - s)t yield 
r fo l fo l - -S#v [g(xij)[ <~ C[A[ v+~g=r [DPxOyg(Uij -1- s(xi j  -- uij) -]- t(vij -- ui j))(  l -- s)r-El dt ¢ls. 
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The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, reversion to Cartesian coordinates, and the fact that area((uij, vii, x0.)) 
= Carea(to) yield 
Ig(x,j)l 
(area(tij))l/2" 
Thus for each of those triangles t E Ak such that at least one q~k,~ ¢~ H~(~2) is not zero on t, we have 
IIR(v)II 2(,) <. g~ Z IOog(xgj) I area(t) 
~,1,~0 \ j=l 
Z 2 2 2r 2 area(t) 
<<, K~KloK~ C 1 IAI [glr~, max area(t;j--------) 
--2rk 2 <. c2 I glr  ," 
Here, both t and t 0 are in the support of q~k,~ and the uniform refinement property implies that 
area(t)/area(tij) is bounded independent of k. Hence, 
2 --2rk 2 IIR(g)llL2(o) Cg~o2 Iloll , (o). 
for any g E H~(O). This completes the proof. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 3. We leave the details 
to the interested reader. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 5. For a given spline function g C S~-I(A), we know that g restricted to the 
triangle t E A can be expressed in terms of its B6zier coefficients {c~jk(g ) • i + j + k = d}. Thus, 
each g can be identified with its coefficient set {c~jk(g),t E A,i  +j  + k = d}, using the convention 
that if two polynomial pieces of g join along an edge, then the corresponding B6zier coefficients 
associated with that edge are the same for each polynomial and included just once in the collection. 
Let c~j k represent the linear functional in the dual space S~-I(A) which gives the value c~jk(g ) for 
each g E S~-I(A), and let C = {c~j k" t E A , i+ j+k  = d}. It is known (see, e.g., [1]) that to 
construct a basis for S,~-I(A), it suffices to find a so-called minimal determining set of coefficients, 
i.e., a set F = (71,... ,TN} c C with N as small as possible so that setting the coefficients 7j(g), 
j = 1, . . . ,N,  uniquely defines g. For each j = 1,... ,N, let ~bj be the unique spline in S~-I(A) such 
that 
7kdPj = 6jk, j , k  = 1, . . . ,N.  
Then fix,..., q~N form a basis for S,~-I(A). Furthermore, if F is chosen carefully, we can make the 
~bj have local support. From [8, 17, 19, 21], we know how to choose such a minimal determining 
set in C so that the support size index of {~bj,j = 1 .. . .  ,N} is less than 2. Let us say F C C is such 
a set. Since the other nonzero B6zier coefficients of ~j within the support are computed either by 
using the well-known smoothness conditions (cf. [16, 27]) or by solving linear systems involving 
the given known B6zier coefficients locally, they are bounded above by a constant which is only 
dependent on the maximal ratio of the areas of two neighboring triangles and the smallest angle of 
the triangulation Ak (cf. e.g., [8, 21]). 
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For a sequence {Ak,k  E Z} of  triangulations with A, being either a uniform or nonuniform 
refinement of  Ak-1, the maximal ratio and the smallest angle will be the same and hence there 
exists a basis {q~kj,j -- 1, . . . ,Nk}  for S~-I(Ak), with support size index less than 2, satisfy- 
ing the uniform bound I kjI  <g4 for all j = 1,... ,Ark and k E Z. Hence, the locally supported 
basis for the spline space S~-1(Ak) described above satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 3 or 
Theorem 4. 
Next, we discuss the construction of  the linear projector Qk. First of  all, from [18], we know that 
any c~k can be expressed as follows: 
I' 2 ~k 
where t = (u,v,w). Secondly, for any triangle t, let x~i~i~ = (i lu + i2 v + i3w)/d, il + i2 + i3 = d 
be (d + 1)(d + 2)/2 points in t. Since these points satisfy the condition in [11] or [10], we know 
that for any continuous function 9, there exists a unique polynomial Po satisfying the interpolation 
conditions: po(xl~i:i~) = O(x~i~i3). In fact, P0 can be given explicitly, 
Po(x) = E ~(Xll+i2+i3)L~l+i2"{-i3(X)' 
il +is +i3 =d 
where L~i~i~(x ) is a polynomial of  degree d satisfying 
t t {0  L. . .  x.,.,., 
111213(11 '213)  : 1 
To be precise, let 
1 
d(a ,b ,c)  = det 1 
1 
"t "t V(ta,12, i~) ~ ( i l , i2, i3),  




Lenmaa 2. L t . .  has the fo l lowin9 explicit expression 
111213 
Ll, i~i~(x) = d(x,x~,_~,od_i~+~,xl,_~,u_i,+~,o ) d(x ,x '  x' 
t t t t t X~t d(xili2i3,Xi,--v,Od--i~+v, Xil--v,d--il--v,O) d(xi, i2i3,Xd--i2+l~,i2--lAO, d-#,d-j+lz) 
d ( x, x t x t d--i3+~l,O,i3--~l' O,d-i3+~7,i3-~l l 
X t X t X t "~" 
d(Xili2i3, d-i3+q,o,i3-~l, Oct-i3+~l,i3-q J 
Proof. For (tl,i~,it3) • (il,i2, i3), let us say q # il. I f  i~ < il, then t "' "' x ...... is a point on the line 
lll2l 3 
segment (x~,0~_,~, X~(,d_i~,O ). Thus, d(x~i,j;, x~,o,d_i~, xl~_i~,0 ) ---- 0 and hence, L~,i~i3(xl~i~i; ) = O. 
• "l "/ "' + i~ + i~ = il + i2 + i3, we have either 12 < i2 or l 3 < i 3. Thus, let us say Consider ~ > i I . Since q 
"t t t t l 2 < i 2. Then t t d (x  ....... x . . . . . .  , x . . . . . .  ) = x ...... is a point on the line segment (xat i, ;, n, x . . . . .  / Thus, 
1112l 3 - -  2,.2, v 0,12~d--12 x 111213 a--/2,12~ U U,/2,~--12 
0 and hence Ll~i:i3(x~i~i; ) = O. 
Clearly, for ( i~, i~,i~)= (ix,i2,i3), we have L~,i2i3(x~i~i; ) = 1. This completes the proof. [] 
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We now set 
()() xt ~ j k (d -v1-  2).r~): , r~):~ r: ¢-~ oljAg) = E g(,, i . ,)  d! -.-.-.-~i,,~i~.,.J. 
il+i2+is=d ~7 " V1 V2 
Le~ma 3. The linear functional OI:(g) defined above is bounded That is, 
10~:(g)l < CIIgllo~,,, 
where C is a constant which may be dependent on the ratio of the longest length and the shortest 
length of the edges of t. 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that 
):, ):2 t D,_rD,,_uLijk ( u ) 
is bounded by a constant C. Consider a typical factor of Ll,;:i,(x), say 
d ( x, x~, _):,od_~, + ):, x~, _):d_i, +):,o )
d ( x~, i~i,, x~, _):,od_i, +):, x~,-):d-i,-):,0 )" 
This factor equals the ratio of  the distance of  points x and xl,,.i ~ to the line passing through the 
points x~,_):,0d_~,+~, xl,_):d_~,_~, o. This ratio can be estimated by a constant C which may be dependent 
on the ratio of  the longest length and the shortest length of  the edges of  t. 
Since for x = (Xm, x2) 
d(x, a, b) = (X l  - bl )(a2 - b2) - -  (X2  - -  b2)(al - bl ) 
and 
D,_ud(x,a,b) = (Vl - -  U l ) (a2  - -  b2) - (v2 - u2)(al - bl), 
we know that 
[D,_.d(x, x~,_):,od_i, +): I~ 2( : (0 )  2. 
Here : ( t )  denotes the longest length of  t. Since d(Xlli2i3,x[,_):,od_i,+):,x[,_):d_i,_):,o ) is the area of a 
triangle which is bigger than 21tl/(d + 1 )(d + 2), we know that 
d(x ,  x~, _):,Od_i, +- x~,-):d-i, +):,o ) 
D,-u  d ( ~,i2i, ' x~,-):,Od-i, +):, xl,--v,d--il--):,0 ) 
can be bounded by a constant which is dependent on (:(t))2/[tl. 
Similarly, we have the same estimate for 
d(x,x~_,,od_i,+.x~_):d_,,+.,o) 
D.,_. d(xTi2i, ' xT _ ):,O,d-i. +v, XTil-):,d-il -):,o) 
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t The other factors in Li.~2~3 can be estimated in the same fashion. Combining those estimates together, 
we complete the proof of Lemma 3. [] 
With these preparations, we can now define the linear quasi-interpolant Qz which maps any 
continuous function g to S~-I(Am). Let Fm be a minimal determining set of S~-I(A~) and {q~md,J = 
1,...,Nz} be the locally supported basis of S~-I(Am) associated with the Fz constructed above. 
Define 
Qm(g) = E Ot,i jk(g)~)m,ijk, 
c~j kE Fm 
where (~m,ijk is the basis function in {~bmj, j = 1 .... ,Nm} associated with the linear functional c~j k E 
t Fm and 0,,,ijk is the linear functional defined above based on the triangulation A,~. It is easy to see 
that Q,,(g) = g for g E S~-I(Am). Since 10Ljk(0) I<~gllgll~,t by Lemma 3, we know that O,, satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 3 or 4. These discussions furnish a proof for Theorem 5. [] 
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